
 

 

  
Abstract— The tracking allows to detect the tumor affections of 

cervical cancer, it is particularly complex and consuming time, 
because it consists in seeking some abnormal cells among a cluster of 
normal cells. In this paper, we present our proposed computer system 
for helping the doctors in tracking the cervical cancer.  

Knowing that the diagnosis of the malignancy is based in the set 
of atypical morphological details of all cells, herein, we present an 
unsupervised genetic algorithm for the separation of cell components 
since the diagnosis is doing by analysis of the core and the 
cytoplasm. We give also the various algorithms used for computing 
the morphological characteristics of cells (Ratio core/cytoplasm, 
cellular deformity, …) necessary for the recognition of illness.  

 
Keywords—Cervical cell, morphological analysis, recognition, 

segmentation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE interpretation of medical images is one of the most 
encouraging research fields, since it offers facilities for 

the diagnosis and the therapeutic decisions of a great number 
of diseases such as cancer. 

The cervical cancer is a major problem of public health; it 
is the tumor affection most frequent at the woman. The only 
means of detection in time this illness, and consequently to 
decrease the death rate considerably, is the tracking. However, 
we realize that it is particularly complex and consuming time, 
because it consists in seeking some abnormal cells among a 
cluster of normal cells.  

So, researchers thought of automating this work. This 
automatism consists in developing a system of assistance to 
the doctors by eliminating all the normal cases (by screening) 
and by presenting to the doctors only the abnormal cases by 
visualization on screen. Thanks to this system, we will be able 
to carry out an early detection of the illness, what will allow a 
more effective processing and will increase, consequently, 
chances of survival of the patient. 
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A computer vision system for tracking the uterine collar 
cancer is proposed [1], it will be a helped tool to the doctors 
by visualizing the cells and by given a decision about the 
malignity of the cells. It is composed by the various stages 
(Fig 1.), firstly, the biological cell image is obtained by a 
numerical camera of a microscope, this latter is connected to 
the computer. A pre-processing is applied to improve the 
quality of image and also to eliminate the useless information 
(such as:  truncated cell) that can present a risk of mistakes in 
the following stages. After, we separate each cell to their 
cellular parts (core and cytoplasm) for analyzing their 
morphologies, knowing that the morphological characteristics 
of each cellular part give information about the malignity of 
each cell and the degree of illness. After, the system computes 
the morphological characteristics which are necessary in 
recognition stage for deducing a decision about the 
abnormality of the cells. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Computer system for tracking the cervical cancer. 
In this paper, we present our proposed algorithms for 

separating the cells and acquiring the knowledge necessary to 
the recognition of illness.  

After presenting the characteristics of abnormal cells in 
following section, we present our developed algorithms for 
separating the cells and for computing the morphological 
characteristics, we give also an application result. 

II. MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ABNORMAL 
CELLS 

The diagnosis of the malignancy is based in the set of the 
atypical morphological details of all cells, such as [2]:  

-  The most valid signs of the malignancy is the disruption 
of ratio core-cytoplasm in favour of the core, the cores of 
abnormal cells are usually thicker than those of the normal 
cells, but without that the cytoplasm presents a comparable 
variation. 

- Nuclear deformity: Independently of variations of the size, 
there is a diversity marked in the shape of the cores of 
abnormal cells. They are more elliptic and queerly deformed. 
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- Cellular deformity: For an abnormal cell, the edges of its 
cytoplasm are deformed. 

- We find also the no homogeneous textures of core and 
cytoplasm.    

Since the malignity criteria appear on the morphology of 
the core and the cytoplasm of each cell, it is necessary to 
separate each cell on their components, that permits to analyze 
separately and easily their morphologies (size and shape). 

In the following section, we present the algorithm used for 
separating the cell images. 

III. SEPARATION OF CERVICAL CELL IMAGES 
It is necessary in the separation of the cells to respect some 

characteristics, such as: The detection of the true edges of the 
core and the cytoplasm since their shapes and sizes give 
information about the illness. We precise that the cell image is 
divided mainly into three components: the core which is the 
heart of the cell, the cytoplasm which represents all the part of 
the cell that surrounds the core, and the background which 
surrounds the cells.   

Several algorithms [3] are tested; however, we note that the 
segmentation of biological cell images is most difficult since 
the borders are often imperfect, stopped and supported by 
weak contrasts, badly definite. So, for a best detection of the 
cellular bodies, we segment the cervical cell images by an 
unsupervised selectionnist relaxation algorithm. We have 
choose this genetic algorithm because it adapts to the spatial 
characteristics of pixels and detects even areas of intensity 
averages very close with those of their neighbors areas, so, we 
have a good separation even when two cells are near.  

The principal aspect of selectionnist relaxation algorithm 
[4] is the adaptation of unit to the position that occupies on 
image. It exists one unit U=(B, L) for each pixel in image. The 
label L presents a symbolic manner of membership of unit to a 
given species. The chromosome B is a characteristic vector 
that constitutes a candidate representation of unit in 
environment. B is a matrix of luminous intensities.  

There are two types of units: The external are in the 
periphery of units where at least one has a different label. The 
internal are in the center of units with the same label. The 
population of units evolves through a fine-grained distributed 
genetic algorithm (except the units of the limits of image); the 
units interact essentially with their 8 neighbors. We present 
briefly each step of algorithm. 

Initialization: The labels of units are initially all distinct 
and they correspond to the position number of pixels in a 
sweeping line to line of image, so, each point is considered as 
a distinct area. Also, the parameters of characteristic vectors 
of units are uniformly generated in intensity interval of image 
(for an image of 256 gray levels, the parameters must be in [0, 
255]).  

Evaluation: The adequacy of each unit to the real 
characteristics of image in the neighbor is quantified by a 
fitness function. It measures the fidelity degree of each 
characteristic vector with the local characteristics of its 

corresponding pixel in image. The fitness used is the 
Manhattan distance between the characteristic vector B=(β1, 
…, βp) of unit and the vector A=(α1, …, αp)  determined at 
locality of the pixel s in image:   

( ) ∑
=

−−=
p

i
iis Uf

1

βα                                          (1) 

We precise that the label of each pixel is not used in the 
compute of sf and the fitness must be stronger if the distance 
between the two vectors B and A is weak. 

Selection: The tournament mode is selected and it is applied 
differently according to the label of unit: 

- If the unit in a site s is internal, then select the unit of high 
fitness in neighbor of s. 

- If the unit in a site s is external, then select randomly on 
image a unit Ur, then its fitness is compared to the fitness of 
all units in neighbor of s. If it is larger, then Ur is selected, if 
not select the unit of high fitness in neighbor of s. 

Crossover: It exchanges portions of the chromosomes to 
obtain new ones. The generalised uniform crossover is applied 
with a probability pc between unit in the site s and a random 
unit selected in its neighbor. 

High value of pc increases the recombination and the 
disruption of good strings [5]. Also, the search may stagnate 
for a low value of pc. So, we take pc=0.5.  

Mutation: It insures diversity in genetic population. In [6], 
we have proposed to replace the allele by allele of gene 
randomly selected on the chromosome, this latter is selected 
randomly on the 8 neighbor chromosomes. Also, for 
decreasing the cumulated effect of mutation on N generations 
[6], the mutation probability Pm follows a decreased 
exponential law according to the generation.  

We precise that external units are excluded from the 
crossover and mutation operators, since the units with 
different labels are supposed to be adapted to the distinct 
areas. 

Stopping criteria: There exist several stopping criteria 
which can be the time, fitness, … Here in, the number of 
generation is chosen. However, with inherent variability of the 
method and the contents of images, we do not have a means to 
find the optimal value of N, then, we propose to apply the 
algorithm for various values of N between [50, 250], and the 
most stable segmentation is retained. 

By the fig 2, we give an application of the selectionnist 
relaxation algorithm on cervical cell image. We note the 
ability of this method spatially adapted to detect areas with 
intensity averages very close with those of their neighbor 
areas (29 areas are detected for the fig 2.b). These areas are 
often not detected by several segmentation algorithms, 
because they are not sensitive to these weak variations of 
intensities.  

However, the detected areas do not correspond to the cell 
objects necessary for recognition of illness. For that, we 
propose to classify by Fisher algorithm the detected areas by 
selectionnist relaxation.  
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The Fisher algorithm determines the partition of N gray 
levels of image in k classes by minimizing the sum of the 
variances of the gray levels of each class [7]. So, we compute 
the two thresholds S1 and S2 which define the three classes of 
image, after, we classify each detected homogeneous area by 
selectionnist relaxation to one class by comparing its intensity 
mean to S1 and S2. Finally, we obtain the segmented image by 
affecting to each class an intensity, example, we affect the 
black intensity to areas classified to the class [0, S1].  

 

        
    (a)               (b)        (c) 

Fig. 2 Separation of cervical cell image (a), by selectionnist 
relaxation (b) and by adding the fisher classification (c). 

By adding the classification with the fisher algorithm (fig 
2.c), the algorithm allows the detection the true classes (core, 
cytoplasm and the background) of cervical cell image, then, 
we can do the compute of morphological characteristics. 

IV. COMPUTE THE MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS   

A. Compute the ratio core-cytoplasm   
The core of abnormal cell is thick; since we can measure 

this disturbance of the size by computing the ratio core-
cytoplasm RCC which increases.  

The epithelium includes four cellular layers, for each 
normal layer we have these RCC intervals: 
-- Basal cells:           0.25  ≤ RCC < 0.37   
-- Para-basal cells:    0.15 ≤ RCC < 0.25   
-- Intermediate cells: 0.04 ≤ RCC < 0.15 
-- Superficial cells:   0.01 ≤ RCC < 0.04. 

If there is one type of cells in epithelium, we can easily 
compute the RCC by dividing the number of points in all 
cores on the number of points in all cytoplasm. Since, we have 
4 types of the cells, we must find the RCC of each cell.  

For that, we apply a second segmentation which affects a 
label to each cell area, so, the size of each cellular component 
is obtained by computing the number of pixels having its 
label.  

In the literature [7], there are various labelling algorithms, 
in [8], we have presented an algorithm based on a resolution 
of equivalence. This method detects the vicinities between 
pixels and defines a label to the current point according to 
those of nearest points. There are two steps: 

First Step: It consists in a sweeping of image line by line, 
affecting a temporary label to each pixel and computing the 
equivalent table which is a dynamic matrix.  

So, for each point (i, j) of image Ima, with (Ima[i,j]=1) do: 
If the two predecessors (i, j-1) and (i-1, j) of the point (i, j): 
1) Are equal to zero, then we affect to Ima[i,j] a new label 

NLab, we allocate a new column in an equivalent table to 

NLab. 
2) Have the same label Lab different to zero, then Ima[i, j] 

is equal to Lab. 
3) Have different labels l1 and l2 no equal to zero, then we 

affect the small label Labs of last labels in the columns of 
l1 and l2 in equivalent table. Labs is also inserted in the 
column of other predecessor label in the equivalent table. 
We precise that insertion is doing in a decreasing way, 
i.e., in the same column, the labels are classed from 
highest until the smallest. 

Second Step: At the end of the first step, an area can have 
several labels, in this second step, the algorithm solves theses 
equivalences by affecting to each label its equivalent label, 
this latter is the smallest one in the column of the label in the 
equivalent table T. 

Finally, we do a second sweeping by affecting to each pixel 
in image its equivalent label. 

By fig 3, we present a result of labelling of a cytoplasm 
image. The labelling algorithm separates the cytoplasm of 
each cell by affecting to each one an intensity (label), that 
permits to obtain the surface of each cytoplasm. The labelling 
algorithm is also applied on core image for computing the 
surface of each core, since we deduce the RCC of each cell 
(Fig 4).  

  

     
(a)      (b) 

Fig. 3 Labelling of cytoplasm components.  
 

   
(a) Intermediate RCC=0.043 (b) Para-basal RCC=0.152 
Fig. 4 Classification by the compute of RCC of each cell. 

B. Deformity of the cervical cell components 
To measure the degree of deformity of each cellular 

component, we use the circularity factor fc, with 10 ≤≤ cf . 
We precise that more fc is near to 0, more the cellular 
component is deformed. Also, more fc is near to 1, more the 
cellular component is circular. We note that the deformity in 
abnormal cell is more dangerous if it appears in the core. 

The circularity factor is given by: 

S
Pfc

²=                              (2) 

With: P is the perimeter and S is the surface.  
For computing the circularity factor of the core and the 

cytoplasm, we detect the edges of each one by following the 
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limits of cell components obtained by the unsupervised 
selectionnist relaxation (Fig 5).   
 

    
       (a)          (b)  
Fig. 5 Detection of the edges of cell components for 
computing the circularity factors. 

C. Heterogeneous texture 
For measure the heterogeneous texture of each component, 

we can use several and various parameters [9], here in, we 
present: 

• The intensity mean:  ( )∑
=

=
S

i
SiIMI

1

  

• The variance: 
( )( )

S

MIiI
S

i
∑

=

−
= 1

2

2σ  

With I(i) is the intensity of pixel i and S is the number of 
pixels.  

For measuring the heterogeneity in the core, we divide it on 
N small windows wi of size 3x3, and we compute the intensity 
mean MI[wi] and the variance 2σ [wi] of each window wi. 
After, we compute the mean MI of intensity means and the 
mean of variances 2σ of N windows. We compare the MI[wi] 
and the 2σ [wi] of each window wi to respectively MI and 2σ .  

The window wi is heterogeneous area if :  
[ ]

[ ]⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

>−

>−

2
22

1

Swi

SMIwiMI

σσ

                    (3) 

With S1 and S2 are two thresholds. 
We can also compute the anisocariose [2] which appears as 

the various pixels of intensities different to the texture of cell 
component. For detecting these points, we must choose an 
algorithm that works at level of the pixel, because if it works 
with the neighbor, the anisocariose pixels will be attenuated 
because the smoothing. 

So, we chose the multifractal algorithm since it measures 
the texture and it works at level of the point. Herein, we 
present briefly the compute of multifractal parameter; more 
details are given in [1].  

If the singularity exponent α exists at a point (i,j),  it is 
given by [1] : 

          ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )L

IjiIji s

ln
ln,ln  , −−=α                                 (4)    

with : 
• I(i,j) is the gray level of the point (i,j) 
• Is is the measure of image of size L, it is the sum of 

intensities of all points. 
After the compute of the singularity exponent of each point 

by using (4), we search the minimal singularity αmin and 

maximal singularity αmax of image. Then, we search the three 
sub-intervals Ic, Icyt, Iback of [αmin,αmax], with each one 
corresponds respectively to the: core, cytoplasm and 
background. We note that a singularity interval [α1,α2] 
corresponds to pixels with intensities in ( ) ( ) ⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ 12

L
1 ,1 αα

ss ILI .   

We find the anisocariose in a core (respectively cytoplasm) 
by dividing Nc on its surface, with Nc is the number of pixels 
in the core (respectively cytoplasm) with singularities 
different of values in Ic (respectively Icyt).  

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented the proposed computer 

system for helping the doctors in tracking the cervical cancer; 
we have principally give the various algorithms for designing 
the stage of detection the cellular components and the stage of 
computing the abnormal signs of cells.  

We have used an unsupervised segmentation algorithm 
based on genetic operators with Fisher classification for 
separating the cells. This segmentation simplifies the analysis 
of each cell component for computing the illness 
characteristics.  

We have also give the various algorithms used for 
computing these characteristics: the ratio core-cytoplasm, the 
nuclear deformity, the cytoplasm deformity, the 
heterogeneous texture of each cell component, anisocariose, 
… We note that the obtained characteristic vectors of each cell 
are the input of the recognition stage of computer system of 
tracking the cervical cancer.  

In future works, we design the recognition stage for 
deducing a decision about illness.   
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